




Current-voltage characteristic of a real diode



Operation principles of the 

Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) 
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Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) is based on a semiconductor crystal comprising 3 areas: p-
type, n-type, p-type (PNP transistor) or n-type, p-type, n-type (NPN transistor).



BJT symbolic representation

BJT has 3 terminals, each one is in contact with one of the areas. The central area of the 
crystal is called “base”. One of the side areas marked by the arrow is called “emitter”. This 
area typically has the highest dopant concentration. The third area is called “collector”



Current controlled current source

The main function of BJT is “current controlled current source”. It means that the high 
current in the emitter-collector circuit (red arrow) can be controlled by a low current 
flowing in the base (green arrow).



Types of BJT 



BJT design

• Typical doping concentrations of the emitter,

base and collector are 1019, 1017, 1015 cm-3.

• The base is narrow, typically wb~ 5x10-7m.



According to Kirchhoff current law:

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝐼𝐸 ,

𝛼 =
𝛽

1 + 𝛽 or 𝛽 =
𝛼

1 − 𝛼

BJT: current relationships 

The parameters a and b characterize the  BJT operation. a is, typically, around one, b is 
between 50 and 300.



Common emitter configuration of BJT: output characteristics 

The plot above shows the dependence of the collector current (red arrow) on the collector-
emitter voltage VCE (right source in the figure above). Remarkably, the collector current 
does not de pend on VCE – the curves are flat, but it depends on the base current iB (green 
arrow). 



Could you, please, think on how to sketch the dependence of the Vout on time, if the 
dependence of the base current on time is given above? We will discuss this problem in 
class.


